Tokyo Olympics are finally happening, a full year after they were planned. And yes, they’re still being called the 2020 Olympics, even though they’re happening in 2021. The Jewish athletes competing in the Tokyo Olympics are as follows:

1. Swimmer Mireia Belmonte
2. Table tennis player Sיהל פומקין
3. Judo athlete Yarden Gerbi
4. Gymnast Artem Dolgopyat
5. Fencer Trudi Schussel
6. Weightlifter Roni Yosef
7. Taekwondo athlete Alon Gavish
8. Tennis player Shahar Peer
9. Water polo player Galia Doron
10. Basketball player Fanny Prat

Senators, Jewish Groups Question Biden Nominee for SBA Due to BDS Connection

VIDEO: Orthodox Jewish man struck with broken pieces of furniture in unprovoked anti-Semitic hate crime attack

A Jewish man was hurt after an unhinged assailant threw broken pieces of furniture at him during an unprovoked anti-Semitic clash on a Brooklyn street, video released by police Friday shows. "F-----g ..."

Netflix movie being filmed at Severance Town Center, other Northeast Ohio locations

Netflix is shooting an adaptation of the 1985 Don DeLillo novel “White Noise” at Severance Town Center in Cleveland Heights.

Leighton man sentenced for making threats against the Jewish community

Amid “Worsening Antisemitism” in UK, Church of England to Offer ‘Repentance’ for Anti-Jewish Decrees of Thirteenth Century

A detail of the medieval ‘Rochester Chronicle’ depicts the expulsion of Jews from England in 1290. Image: courtesy of British...

Boston Jewish community calls for hate crime investigation into ‘brutal’ rabbi stabbing

Jewish community leaders — who gathered at an outdoor vigil held in the pouring rain — are calling on law enforcement to investigate the ghastly stabbing of a city rabbi as a hate crime.

To many, what was likely the first major protest against domestic antisemitism ever held in Washington bore more resemblance to a pro-Israel rally.

Tokyo Olympics: All the Jewish Athletes to Watch

That attack outside an L.A. sushi restaurant was antisemitic, right? Think again, says lawyer for accused.

It means that we have to give some thought and study to each verse in a Divine text. We cannot read Torah the way we read an ordinary book. Jews dialogue with Torah. She challenges, inspires and ...